We make an initial step towards a categorical semantics of guarded induction. While ordinary induction is usually modelled in terms of the least xpoints and the initial algebras, guarded induction is based on the unique xpoints of certain operations, called guarded, on the nal coalgebras. So far, such operations were treated syntactically 3,8,9,23]. We analyse them categorically. Guarded induction appears as couched in coinductively constructed domains, but turns out to be reducible to coinduction only in special cases.
Introduction
Coinduction is usually presented and studied as dual to induction: if induction is interpreted in terms of the universal property of initial algebras, coinduction arises from the couniversal property of nal coalgebras 12, 15, 16, 24, 28, 29] . A bit like in the case of monads and comonads, the symmetry, with one side more familiar, opens an easier access to the other side. It provides a very rich source of parallel concepts and techniques 28] | but unfortunately goes only as far as it goes.
In fact, the most interesting conceptual distinctions often begin to surface only when the symmetry starts breaking down. Going back to monads and comonads, recall, e.g., how the free algebras for a monad form an algebra classi er (the clone), whereas the cofree coalgebras for a comonad do not seem to either classify or \coclassify" anything meaningful. And indeed, the former turns out to be the foundation of a rich mathematical theory, capturing algebraic varieties by functorial semantics 21, 22] , whereas the latter remains a symptom of the fundamental fact that this theory does not have a dual: coalgebras for comonads on toposes tend to form toposes again, rather than \covarieties".
The present paper is an e ort towards analysing an observed asymmetry of induction and coinduction: coinductively constructed objects conspicuously often come about as domains on which we perform inductive constructions. Not only models of computation, but even the universes of such models tend to be coinductively constructed | apparently in order to accomodate induction 1]. On the other hand, some basic structures of real analysis can be captured in a similar setting, with induction embedded in a coinductively de ned domain 27].
Guarded induction is induction
In the simplest cases, this interplay of induction and coinduction is easy to understand. Take, e.g., the product functor (?) : Set ?! Set. Its nal coalgebra is the set ! of in nite streams in , with the structure map hhead; taili : ! ?! ! In this destructor form, it accomodates the stream induction, where head takes care for the base case, and tail for the step. However, using inverse of hhead; taili, the constructor cons :
! ?! ! | sometimes abbreviated by a:x = cons(a; x) | the inductive de nition head(x) = a tail(x) = x (1) becomes the basic guarded equation x = a:x (2) The pre xing a:(?) : ! ?! ! is the simplest kind of a guarded operation.
Its unique xpoint is the unique solution of the corresponding inductive system (1).
This surely looks like a very simple example, but it is very typical. For instance, an interesting bit of di erential equations can be hidden behind it. Take to be the set R of real numbers. The nal coalgebra ! then contains 2 the set A of analytic functions: every f 2 A can indeed be represented as the stream f(0); f 0 (0); f 00 (0); : : :]. form. Unravelling the destructor form in principle discloses the base case, and sheds some light on the mystery of proofs \using the proposition we want to prove" 8], or of \induction without the base case" 24]; yet it surely does not resolve it. Even if we translate all guarded equations (2) into de nitions with an inductive base (1), it will still remain unclear | why do nal coalgebras support such induction at all?
Here and in 26], we shall analyse some structural undercurrents that seem to be pointing to an answer. The rst idea that comes to mind is that the unique homomorphisms to a nal coalgebra should somehow yield the unique xpoints of guarded operations on it. In other words, guarded induction should be based on coinduction. We shall see that this idea covers only a very small part of guarded operations used in practice; yet it does provide an intuitive starting point.
Outline of the paper
The simple operations where guarded induction boils down to coinduction are analysed in section 2. An abstract, semantic notion of pre xing follows, applicable to xpoints of an arbitrary functor. Of course, in all relevant particular cases, the usual, syntactic notion of pre xing is captured. Only the xpoints of the pre xing operations, or some standard constants, can be constructed coinductively.
The central idea of the paper is presented in section 3. We propose a categorical notion of a guard, a structure that can be carried by operations on arbitrary coalgebras. On a nal coalgebra, though, an operation can have at most one guard, and is completely determined by it. In a way, the guard displays the inductive nature of the corresponding guarded operation, as well as the inductive construction of its unique xpoint.
So we end up with two methods for constructing unique xpoints of operations on nal coalgebras: one direct, based on their couniversal property, the other inductive, and more general. Can such basic tools lead up to a discipline of coinductive programming, where programs, real functions and other in nitary objects would be extracted as xpoints from speci cations written in the form of guarded equations? Section 4 plays with this idea, investigating the compositionality of the pre xing and of the guarded operations. (a) 8x9!hxi: The induced natural transformation has the components X = ha !; idi : X ?! X.
For F = } and its greatest xpoint = V, consider a similar square. x does. Such composites usually fail to be pre xing operations with respect to F, but we shall see in section 4 that they are pre xing with respect to F 2 .
Finally, there are many interesting operations with unique xpoints that cannot be obtained even as composites of pre xing operations. For instance, @ a;bc (x) = a:x + bc:x on V . Or simply @ 1 (x) = 1 on V, where 1 = f1g is the non-wellfounded set containing itself as the only element. We shall see that V is a nal } n -coalgebra for every n, yet there is 7 Pavlovi c no way of extending @ 1 to a natural transformation id ?! } n for any n.
Operations like @ a;bc and @ 1 are essentially more general than the pre xing. Alternatively, if the F-images of the nite objects are nite, and C has the limits of the countable towers, then one can take the nitary restriction F n : C n ?! C n of F and then extend it to F n : C ?! C , but in such a way that the limits of the countable towers are preserved. Applied to the powersets } : Set ?! Set, this method of modifying a functor leads to the nite powersets } n : Set ?! Set. Note that this is, in fact, just a variant of the previous method of extending a functor as to preserve the limits of -towers: here, indeed, F n gets extended as to preserve the limits of the 8
Pavlovi c @ 0 -towers 4 .
In
Assumption. In the sequel, the functor F will be assumed to preserve the limits of -towers, for some xed , so that its greatest xpoint comes about as the limit F 1, where the -tower F stabilizes.
As pointed out before, the coalgebra structure % : ?! F is obtained as the inverse of the stabilizing isomorphism : F 1 ?! FF 1. The cone p : ?! F, induced as in (6) by = %, will in this case be a limit cone.
On the other hand, taking (5) Initial algebras correspond to the least post-xpoints; nal coalgebras to the greatest pre-xpoints. As it is well known, they turn out to be proper xpoints in each case: the Knaster-Tarski theorem 18,31] tells this for lattices, the Lambek lemma 20] for categories. On the other side, there is the Kleene theorem for lattices 17], which says that the least xpoint of a monotone map f is the stationary point of the (possibly trans nite) tower 0 f(0) f 2 (0) f ! (0) ; and that its greatest xpoint is the stationary point of 1 f(1) f 2 (1) f ! . The glori cations in terms of diagrams like (5) are mostly in 30]. 4 Although @ 0 is often explicitly, by de nition, excluded from the class of inaccessible cardinals, it actually possesses both of the relevant closure properties: for all < @ 0 holds 2 < @ 0 and j j < @ 0 . 5 In more glorious times, categorical generalisations came to be called glori cations! can always be determined recursively: y 0 = 0 y i+1 = i+1 (y 0 ; : : :; y i ) where i+1 is a polynomial with the coe cients derived from the power expansion of h, viz its coe cients of order i + 1. This clearly yields a guard, and corresponds to guarded induction, as described in the next section. Concrete examples can be found in any textbook on di erential equations; an explanation how to derive i+1 in 7, sec. 4.8] .
For the initial value problems in several dimensions, i.e. involving partial derivatives, the power series method is even more important. The fundamental existence theorem, due to Kowalevskaya and Cauchy, is essentially based on a recursive construction of a power series solution in several variables (cf. 14, ch. 3], or 11, ch. 4, 6] ). This is a striking example of guarded induction in classical mathematics.
The set A 2 of real analytic functions in two variables embeds, in the obvious way, into the set R ! ! of \two dimensional streams", or in nite matrices. This set carries two di erent nal coalgebra structures hhead; taili : R ! ! ?! R ! R ! ! , which restrict to A 2 R ! ! and A R ! as follows:
The two dimensional Cauchy problems induce equations in this signature. Similarly as in the one dimensional case, one shows that the induced equations are indeed guarded with respect to a suitable coalgebra. On the other hand, there are guarded equations that do not reduce to the Cauchy form in any obvious way. In any case, as a consequence of the general result in the next section, each of them has a unique analytic solution.
Guarded operations on nal coalgebras and their xpoints
As explained in 3.1, when is the nal coalgebra for F, it is natural to assume that p : ?! F is a limit cone. This means, of course, that the arrows p i : ?! F i 1 are jointly monic.
On the other hand, if there is a guarded operation on , each p i : ?! F i 1 will be a split epi. Indeed, a guard supplies an arrow 0 : 1 ?! F1, so that the hypotheses of lemma 3.1 are ful lled.
One consequence is that the commutativity of (8) We have thus proved that Proposition 3.4 An operation @ on a nal coalgebra has at most one guard . When it exists, the guard completely determines the operation @.
For an operation on a nal coalgebra, being guarded is thus a property, rather than additional structure! The upshot is that this property ensures the unique xpoints. Remark. If a coalgebra is not nal, a guarded operation may not have a xpoint, or may have many. E.g., the universe V of wellfounded sets is not only a coalgebra, but even a xpoint of the powerset functor } | but initial, rather than nal. Anyway, the operation @ 1 (x) = fxg is still pre xing with respect to it | but does not have any xpoints, as they would have to be non-wellfounded. In a sense that will be explained in 26], adjoining xpoints of guarded operations leads directly to nal coalgebras.
Towards coinductive programming: the composites
Roughly, the idea of coinductive programming is that in nite objects | be it processes, abstract machines, or real numbers | can be speci ed over coinductively de ned domains, nal coalgebras. However, while inductive programming generally boils down to unique homomorphisms from initial algebras 6], coinductive programming will probably be more about guarded operations and their xpoints, than about coalgebras and homomorphisms. This tendency is 13 already clear in process calculus and real analysis 27], and is illustrated by the examples in sections 2 and 3. In any case, the main task is now, as always in programming, to systematically decompose complex objects into simple parts; and to compose simple speci cations as to solve complex problems. As a rst step towards developing a toolkit needed for the practice of coinductive programming, we shall now brie y analyse the ways in which respectively the pre xing and the guarded operations compose. It turns out that each of the classes is closed under the composition, the latter in a much stronger sense. n-th entry of F, will then stabilize at F n , where is the smallest ordinal such that n . The greatest xpoint of F n is thus F n 1 = F 1 = . (Chasing through the structure maps is left to the reader.) 2 Remark. Without the \Kleene assumption" from 3.1, a nal F n -coalgebra still yields a nal F-coalgebra, but not the other way around: see 10]. Corollary 4.3 If % : ?! F is a nal coalgebra as above, then any composite of pre xing operations with respect to it has a unique xpoint.
Proof. By lemma 4.1, a composite of n pre xing operations with respect to F will be a pre xing operation with respect to F n . By lemma 4.2, the nal F-coalgebra % : ?! F yields the nal F n -coalgebra % n : ?! F n .
Applying corollary 2.3 (i.e. the constructions preceding it), we get the unique xpoint of the composite pre xing as the unique coalgebra homomorphism to % n . 2
Composite guards
Similarly as above, a composite of n operations guarded with respect to is guarded with respect to n . The point is now that it is also guarded with respect to itself. p i h h P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P @ F n(k+1) 1 n n n n n n n n n n n n n F i+1 1 (12) where nk i < n(k + 1) and k runs along the natural numbers. To show that the extracted family constitutes a guard, we must show that the above diagram commutes.
The square clearly does, by the assumption that n is a guard. 15
The arrow p n k is a component of the cone p n : X ?! F n , induced by n and (5{6). Clearly, p n is a subcone of p : X ?! F, and in particular p n k = p nk The triangles on the above diagram thus commute, because p is a cone. 2 Corollary 4.5 A composite of guarded operations is guarded with respect to the same coalgebra.
Proof. Let @ 0 be guarded by 0 , and @ 00 by by 00 , both with respect to : X ?! FX. Then by (9) , @ = @ 00 @ 0 is guarded with respect to 2 : X ?! The argument clearly carries over to all nite composites.
5 Conclusion
We have characterised and analysed two classes of operations on nal coalgebras, both with unique xpoints. The pre xing operations, and their composites, allow a direct construction of xpoints as coalgebra homomorphisms. On the other hand, the richer class of guarded operations, and their composites, only allows step-wise approximation of xpoints | an in nite, but inductive, and therefore e ective procedure. Some logical consequences of this induction within coinduction will be analysed in 26], but full understanding will probably require more work. The proposed notion of guard does seem to be capturing a bulk of the e ective approximation procedures, but some forms of coinductive programming, especially those arising from calculus, seem to require further re nements.
